Your information.
The way you want it.

Capture Pro Software

Kodak Capture Pro Software—
the on-demand document capture
solution that’s on the money.
Kodak Capture Pro Software is
a powerful document capture
application that allows you to
turn your source documents into
knowledge; knowledge that’s
accessible electronically—any
time, anywhere throughout
your organization.

Ideal for Kodak and
non-Kodak scanning
environments
Kodak Capture Pro allows you to
manage virtually any scanning
operation—from desktop to
production—with a single user
interface. It not only eliminates the
need to support multiple vendor
platforms, it integrates seamlessly
with your existing applications.

And with no click charges or volume
add-ons to worry about, Kodak
Capture Pro Software will maximize
your ROI.
Kodak Capture Pro Software:
• Works with Kodak and popular
non-Kodak hardware
• Provides a common capture
interface for your scanners
• Includes user-friendly APIs for
custom development
• Eliminates the need for multiple
capture software vendors
• Minimizes the learning curve for
operators and administrators
• Allows shared settings through
multi-user support
• Offers an interactive, multilingual
user tutorial
• Provides real-time multilingual
online help

Watch your information
turn into knowledge
Thanks to its automated scanning
and indexing, as well as several
unique image capture features, Kodak
Capture Pro Software optimizes your
capture workﬂow and productivity.

Handles everything
from ad-hoc to complex
batch scanning
Operators can automatically select
optimum settings for all job types,
ﬂag images that require special
handling and much more.

Simple and flexible
indexing
Perform on-the-ﬂy indexing
and document separation using
barcode, 2D barcode, zonal OCR
and MICR, patch code and more
to achieve any level of document
management capability. Or use
drag and drop OCR and key
data entry to manually index
documents.

Ideal for single or multiple
scanning station environments
with a need for off-line indexing
or quality assurance; batch and
job settings can be shared.

Simplify complex tasks
Advanced post-scan editing capabilities put a wide range of tools at your ﬁngertips,
including insert, split, rescan, rotate, re-order, crop, redact and ﬂag.

Image merge
and split
Enhance productivity by
automatically merging
front and back or splitting
large documents for more
efficient processing.

Comprehensive
output options

Extend your capture
platform across borders

Output traditional ﬁle
formats such as TIFF, JPEG,
PDF, PDF-A, searchable
PDF and compressed PDF;
or scan directly to email or
other content management
applications.

The software provides user
interface support for 15
languages and OCR
support for more
than 100.

The hard facts about
Kodak Capture Pro Software
• Output unlimited searchable
PDF-A ﬁles at no additional cost
• Eliminate click charges from
your budget
• View up to 36 scanned pages
at a time, with thumbnails
• Produce bi-tonal and color,
or bi-tonal and grayscale
images simultaneously
• Enable background
output processing
• View batch structure in real time

And with no programming
requirements, click charges, training
or setup costs, it offers maximum ROI
and the lowest TCO of any capture
solution available.
To download a FREE demo of
Kodak Capture Pro Software,
visit www.kodak.com/go/
captureproductivity now.

The front-end solution that
boosts your bottom line
Compatible with virtually every namebrand scanner on the market today,
Kodak Capture Pro Software makes
document capture faster, easier and
more efficient.

To learn more:
www.kodak.com/go/captureproductivity
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